SPECIAL CONVOCATION EXERCISES FOR STATE SENATE LAST FRIDAY

President R. H. Heston says "Exhibit A" of College to Interested Members

Save the Date for Spring-Breuse House from Concord

PRESIDENT NOTES: PROPRIETARY ADOPTION

President Adams states of Pride in This College—Senator Tripp Tells a

Lawing of Corner Stones of "P Hall—In-Senator James A. Taft

Bathshower Makes the Case for Amateur

SKEWIAVATION BEGUN IN MID-SEASON

SECOND ANNUAL WINTER CARNIVAL TO OCCUR AT BEECH HILL FEB. 17

Cross Country Ski Race Big Feature of Snow Time Festival Which Also Includes Jumping and Hockey

Under Leadership of Professor George A. Porter of Athletics Week

Spring and Afternoon—Yes Amtrak To Be Given to Various High

Exhibits to Be Seen by All Students

For Ask For and We Have It

PANS FOR SECOND NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE SUMMER SCHOOL UNDER WAY

Committee in Charge Made Up of Director R. L. Stobin, Dr. J. C. Tenney, A. T. Cresson

Total Enrollment in School Last Summer 186

The second New Hampshire State College will be held at Baker from June 20 to August 5, this year. The Coaches of the College have been announced by the President of the College who are: Dr. J. C. Tenney, A. T. Cresson, Dean of Agricultural Technology, and Dr. R. L. Stobin, Director of the College. The President has announced the following courses: The courses will be held on the same old campus, with the exception of the new gymnasium, which will be completed during the summer months.

The committee on which the Coaches are appointed has been announced by the President of the College. The President has announced that the committee will be composed of the following members: Dr. J. C. Tenney, A. T. Cresson, Dean of Agricultural Technology, and Dr. R. L. Stobin, Director of the College.
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Huge Circus Delights Girls

Annual Party for Co-eds Scheduled at Deering of Male Academy

Carnival Spirit prevails as students are entertained in a grand manner.

The "Chorus" has seen and given every one enjoyed it—enjoyed it. There was music, plenty of food, and an almost added spirit which made the show a success.

After the judges talked to the students, the fair was opened by the chorus, Alice Dally, 24, chair of the committee, with the song "A Man's Gotta Plan." There followed a vocal presentation by the Student Women's Chorus, and the alumni were given a song and a dance by the Student Women's Orchestra.

The last act of the evening was a grand finale by the chorus, with the song "A Man's Gotta Plan," and the students were given a kiss and a dance by the chorus. The show was a great success, and the students were highly pleased with the performance.

Senior plans stunt plans

Six Best Acts Chosen by Committee Last Thursday

KERRY RIVET for CUP

Yanderdale was followed by Dancing to Enthusiastic music of Twenty-Five Cars Act.-Drew, 24, in the lead.

All plans for the Senior Spring Carnival have been completed, and every group is working towards one of the acts chosen by the committee for the best act of the evening. The committee was composed of: Miss Ruth E. Henderson, Alpha Nu Sigma, Phi Delta; Miss Mary E. Penn, Phi Delta Delta, and Alpha Xi Delta.

The first act of the evening was presented by the Sigma Beta Fraternity, "The Chorus," and the second act was presented by the Delta Pi Epsilon, "The Courtship." The third act was presented by the Alpha Xi Delta, "The Courtship." The fourth act was presented by the Phi Delta Delta, "The Courtship." The fifth act was presented by the Alpha Nu Sigma, Phi Delta, and Alpha Xi Delta, "The Courtship." The sixth act was presented by the Phi Delta Delta, "The Courtship."

The Senior Spring Carnival was held on Thursday night, and all students were present. The pleasure of the evening was for the most part enjoyed by the students, and all were highly pleased with the performance.
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FRANKLIN THEATRE
DURHAM, N. H.

Wednesday, February 16th

"RAGS AND RICERS."—You are not affain to miss seeing Wesley Barry in his latest production in which he gives a revealing performance of the career of the poor little rich boy. Com-edy—\"THE OLDER GOING.\"

Wednesday, February 16th

ENTER MADAME."—Starting Clara Klinskay Towle, Pauline Lottin Denolle perfectly刻画s her work a different way and played it then is when she was called upon to attack a kindness. It is assuredly a great laugh out of the latest Clara Klinskay Towle features. Comedy—\"FRESH KIDS.\"

THIRTEEN DAYS AROUND THE WORLD.

Thursday, February 16th

\"UNDER TWO FLAGS.\" Prietla Domm has never ap- peared so thrilling, capturing us in her latest stemy vehicle, \"Under Two Flags.\" Don't miss this splendid presentation of one of the most sentimental romantic stories of Action. Com-edy—\"HANG UPS.\"

Friday, February 16th

\"LIFE'S GREATEST QUESTION.\" A story of the North. An emotional play of a woman's problem. Should she have one of the most sensational romantic dramas of fiction. Com-edy—\"HAVE AND TO HOLD.\"

Tuesday, February 13th

FRANKLIN THEATRE
DOVER N. H.

MARC MacDERMOTT
FOUNTAIN PENS
In
BOOROUGH FOUNTAIN PENS

Wednesday, February 15th

\"THE DUCHESS OF BURDE.\" Find Stone in his latest picture. His portrayal of a rolling cowboy is always for a sight or a tric. Comedy—\"A HUMAL CINDERELLA.\"

Thursday, February 16th

Registration is open for the next meeting of the class on the 23rd, if possible to leave at that time. If you have the 2nd, you may be able to get a charter for a chapter of the Old Homeboys. As explained in the previous issue, R. H. Pratts' book on the history of New Hampshire College will still be available for your perusal in the bulletin board of the Chemical Society, R. H. Pratt is one of the most knowledgeable chemists, graduated from New Hampshire College. As a member of the Chemical Society, he helped to obtain a charter for a chapter of the Old Homeboys. As explained in the previous issue, R. H. Pratts' book on the history of New Hampshire College will still be available for your perusal in the

\"GIRL'S EYES.\" A picture that is on a par with \"To Have and to Hold.\" Only the last picture is with that is seen in Durham. Comedy—\"COLD FRY.\"

Friday, February 16th

\"SILK CO., Box 44, Claremont, N. H.\"

\"NEW HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE\"

\"MARC MacDERMOTT on \"CINDERELLA.\"

\"AN EMOTIONAL PLAY OF A WOMAN'S PROBLEM. SHOULD SHE HAVE ONE OF THE MOST SENSATIONAL ROMANTIC DRAMAS OF FICTION. COMEDY—\"HAVE AND TO HOLD.\"
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